One platform,
endless applications.
Digital Signage on the Omnivex Platform.

ADVERTISING
One of the original digital signage applications was Advertising
And it’s still widely used for that today. Whether it was advertising
products and services or upcoming promotions and events,
organizations have long used digital screens to get their
message in front of audiences. With the Omnivex digital
communications platform, we enable you to do more than just
put a rotation of advertisements on the screen.
Manage Advertising Campaigns with Ease
Easily assign advertisements to play by individual screen, groups
of screens, or geographic locations. Accurately track results and
provide proof of play information to advertisers.
Schedule and Update Ad Content
Quickly update or change advertisements in real-time. Schedule
ads to display at key times and locations to ensure the right
message is in front of the right person, at the right time.
Data Integration for better Brand Engagement
Integrate advertisements with other technologies, such as
sensors to create a more personalized experience for the
viewer, allowing them to engage and interact with your brand.
Leverage smaller digital screens at checkouts and other locations
to cross-sell and upsell products and services.

CROWD CONTROL
Take the pressure off staff trying to manage crowd control
Digital signage can assist in tracking people entering and
leaving stores or facilities, particularly in conjunction with IoT
sensors and integrations. The Omnivex platform enables you to
integrate with IoT devices and easily share important capacity
information on any screen. For example, color can signify when
conditions have changed, and additional people can enter the
facility.
Control access
Monitor high-traffic areas and control who has access to them.
Use simple triggers, such as a door break, camera, button, etc.,
that change the instructions on the screen while alerting office
staff that someone is on the premises.
Connect with IoT devices
Digital signage connected with door locks, swing gates, etc.,
can automate the control of crowds. These efforts will take
pressure off staff trying to manage crowd control and provide
crucial visual information for people that want to enter the
space.
Manage capacity restrictions
Ensure capacity and security regulations are followed and
improve visitor experience with clear communication about
anticipated wait times.

EMPLOYEE
COMMUNICATIONS

Communication goes a long way towards creating an engaged
workplace
With the Omnivex platform, you can communicate with your
employees in real-time on any digital screen. A properly engaged
employee is happier, loyal, more productive, and passionate.
There are many benefits to maintaining a high level of employee
engagement, the least of which is how it affects your bottom line.
Our corporate communications solution allows you to easily
engage with your employees with real-time data updates, social
media feeds, announcements, emergency notifications, and more.
Data Integration and Content Updates
Screens that show the same old content will never be effective.
The Omnivex platform provides an easy way to add data and
update content, giving you complete control of the messaging.
When the message on-screen is always new and fresh, your
employees will rely on the screens for the latest information.
Leverage Your Social Media
Integrating your company’s social media accounts onto your
digital signage system is one way our platform allows your
employees to contribute and also stay current with corporate
information and news.
Real-time Information for a Real-time World
Easily customize what displays on each screen of
your digital signage network, so your employees
are seeing relevant real-time information. Know
you’re getting the right information to the right
people at the right time.

EMERGENCY
NOTIFICATIONS
Take your emergency notifications to the next level
The Omnivex digital signage platform ensures you get critical
information to people where and when they need it. Virtually all
organizations need to have a way to notify their employees,
customers, or visitors of potential fire, health or safety hazards.
While audio alarms have long been the standard, digital
communications provide a new and unique way to get real-time
alerts and information out to people where and when they need
it. Combining existing audio alarms with visual emergency
notifications on devices like digital screens, video walls, and
mobile phones is an excellent way for organizations to improve
disaster preparedness and safety plans.
Real-time Updates on Emergencies
Provide updates on the status of an emergency. Display critical
information on digital screens throughout your organization or
facility and keep people informed of what is going on.
Easily Direct People to Alternative Exits
Program your screens to display instructions on alternative exits
during an emergency. You can display a map showing the exit
and even a meeting location. Real-time updates allow you to
quickly and easily change the information if an exit is
no longer viable.
The Right Information on the Right Screen, for
the Right People
Notify people on their mobile phones as well as
digital screens. Create attention-getting
designs for all your screens.

KIOSKS

Use digital communications to enable your customers
to self-serve
Turn your screens into interactive wayfinding and information
kiosks with the Omnivex platform. People today are more selfdirected than ever. Few are bothered by self-checkout lanes in
supermarkets or information kiosks in retail stores, and the trial
and adoption of these are multiplying. While the popularity and
usage of self-serve kiosks are partly due to companies getting
better at implementing the technology, it is also due to the
average person being more technologically savvy.
Automate Processes and Optimize Staff
Ordering, ticketing, and registration processes can be
automated, providing you an opportunity to redirect staff to
more value-add activities.
Back-end & Customer Data Integration
Integrate with backend systems such as inventory and
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) to provide
personalized real-time information.
Improve Brand Engagement
Provide detailed information on products or services, store
inventory and product availability, and promote complimentary
offerings such as warranties or value-add services.

KPI DASHBOARDS
Measure results in real-time with KPI Dashboards
KPI Dashboards created with Omnivex platform allow you to
monitor your business in real-time. Integrate data from a various
sources into DataPipe, monitor hardware environment settings,
and visualize the most impactful metrics for your business.
Measure and evaluate your business performance
Real-time data lets you quickly and accurately measure results.
Discover Strengths in your Business
And quickly adjust when you discover weaknesses. Real-time
performance metrics offer many insights that can help shape
your business strategy.

MENU BOARDS
Use real-time information to enhance guest experience
The Omnivex platform is the perfect choice for your digital menu
boards. Of course, HD graphics along with eye-catching visuals
will grab a customer’s attention, but the Omnivex digital
communications platform goes further than that by integrating
real-time information. The platform can trigger visuals based on
data from many sources, including calendars, clocks, sensors,
and source systems such as inventory, ERP, or CRM. In addition, it
scales gracefully as business requirements change. These
features and more make it the perfect choice for everything from
a single restaurant or cafeteria to a national chain of restaurants.
Provide Nutritional Information
Adhere to FDA caloric requirements, provide nutritional
information on menu items, highlight vegetarian and Heart-Safe
options.
Schedule Content and Specials
Trigger content based on date and time. Have too much of one
item? Easily create a flash promotion to boost its sales. Want to
run a special between 2:00 and 3:00? Schedule it, and it will
automatically display. Integrate social media and create an
interactive experience for your guests, making your menu
screens suddenly do more than display your menu.
Real-time Updates with Data Integration
Updates and changes to the menu can be as easy as
changing a spreadsheet in Excel, or a database – or
your phone! Change prices, menu items, calories,
even availability, quickly and easily, all in real-time,
and eliminate redundancies and lower expenses
required to maintain static displays.

RECEPTION

Enhance guest experience with digital signage in lobbies and
waiting areas
Welcome your guests with real-time, engaging digital signs.
We’ve all sat in waiting areas and lobbies. Digital signs make the
wait much more enjoyable for visitors by integrating real-time
data, such as news and weather feeds and social media. The
Omnivex platform can welcome special guests with a specific,
personalized message. Our easy-to-use software gives you the
flexibility to change content quickly and easily.
Promote Products and Services
Providing visitors with information about your products
and services while they wait, is a great way to cross-sell and
promote your brand.
Control Your Message
The Omnivex platform allows you to easily change and
customize the message your public-facing screens display,
giving you complete control over how your message is
delivered. Welcome special visitors by displaying personalized
screens, turn content on or off – all through your phone,
tablet, or computer.
Reinforce Corporate Messaging and Branding
Showcase corporate messaging, videos, and other
promotional materials to reinforce your brand.

ROOM USAGE
Use digital signage to promote social distancing efforts
Use digital signage to indicate who is in a room or the number of
people occupying a space to promote distancing efforts.
Integrate with calendars
Integrate digital screens with calendar and resource systems,
such as Microsoft Outlook to automate the flow of information
and ensure room usage updates in real-time.
Virtual receptionist
Monitor who is coming in and out of buildings or offices,
without the need for a person at a reception desk through a
simple screen interface.
Manage desk hoteling
Use digital signage to quickly and easily share information about
desks and workspaces available. Log usage information of
desks and conference rooms for contact trancing and
governance.

SCHEDULES
Digital schedules provide important information to your
customers, employees, and visitors
People need real-time scheduling information, whether you’re
running a school, an airport, a hospital, or a transit system. With
the Omnivex platform, organizations can take data from many
different sources, such as database and GPS tracking systems,
and share it across any screen, from mobile phones to digital
signs.

Provide Real-time Updates on Schedule Changes
Whether it’s a delayed flight, a canceled class, or a rescheduled
appointment, it’s essential to share information as soon as
possible. With real-time updates on the Omnivex platform, you
can be confident that people have the most up-to-date
information.
Emergency Notifications
Keep people safe by enabling emergency notifications to take
over your screens and interrupt your scheduled content. Direct
people with instructions, if necessary, and keep them informed
of the status of the emergency.
Reduce Employee Workload and Improve
Customer Experience
With real-time updates, digital signs change when the
information changes, allowing your employees to focus
on other things. As a result, employees and customers
will be happier.

WAIT TIMES
No one likes waiting, but these days it's a reality.
In healthcare, transportation, groceries, and more, queues and
wait times must be effectively managed and controlled. Digital
signage provides a way to set expectations and avoid
frustration. The Omnivex platform enables you to share
important wait time information on any screen easily.
Connect with IoT devices
IoT devices, such as cameras or sensors, and solutions such as
geo-fencing integrated with digital signage provide additional
ways to educate and prepare customers and visitors.
Virtual queueing
Keep people from congregating in common areas by sharing
wait time information on their mobile phones. By quickly
scanning a QR code, they can be alerted of their wait time
without waiting in front of a central screen.
Managing changing regulations
Ensure capacity and security regulations are followed and
improve visitor experience with clear communication about
anticipated wait times.

WAYFINDING
Help visitors find their way with interactive wayfinding
The Omnivex platform enables you to create dynamic and
interactive wayfinding content. It provides design tools that
simplify the design process and allow content managers to hook
into real-time, back-end information that can help drive onscreen decision-making. In addition, maps and floor plans are
easy to maintain by connecting to back-end systems to ensure
they reflect the current state of a changing environment.

Leverage Conditional Formatting
Incorporate conditional formatting to direct traffic flow based on
time, date, or in emergencies across your interactive wayfinding
screens.
Add Transfer Points
Incorporate transfer points such as stairs or elevators into your
interactive wayfinding to ensure a smooth transition to multifloors or multi-regions.
Provide personalized experience
Integrate with mobile devices or use dynamic QR codes to
provide a portable and personalized interactive wayfinding
experience.

For more information, or to arrange a
demo, please contact us:

sales@omnivex.com
www.omnivex.com

